THE IRON (MOVIE) CURTAN

HOW THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT CONQUERED HOLLYWOOD

[VIDEO TRANSCRIPT]

What do you think of when you hear the word ‘espionage’?
A dashing secret agent?
Clandestine hackers?
A mole buried deep on the inside?
Yeah, sure. But let’s be honest —
that stuff’s a lot of work.
If you want to manipulate Americans, there’s a much easier way.
If you pay us enough...we’ll totally just sabotage ourselves.
[OPENING SEQUENCE]
When it comes to foreign powers that make us nervous, one nation
in particular stands out. In a recent poll about which country
represents the biggest threat to our national security, Americans
picked China by overwhelming margins.1
And at the highest levels of government, they’ve come to the
same conclusion. In the 2021 Annual Threat Assessment, the U.S.
intelligence community listed “China’s Push for Global Power” as
the country’s foremost national security problem.2 And the Chinese
government has given us plenty of reasons to worry.
In 2020, the director of the FBI said that the bureau was “opening a
new China-related counterintelligence case about every 10 hours.”3
China’s covert activities in the United States don’t just target government and
economic resources. Beijing also operates a program known as Operation Fox Hunt, in
which Chinese dissidents living abroad are pressured to return home through threats to
their families. In countries like Vietnam and Australia, some of the targets have even
been abducted outright.
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A former head of the NSA said that China’s theft of intellectual
property — which is estimated to cost the U.S. as much as $600
billion a year4 — represents “the greatest transfer of wealth in
history.”5
Though, in fairness, he said that before Jeff Bezos decided to
get divorced.

No billionaires were harmed in the creation of this joke. Jeff
Bezos’ divorce was indeed the most expensive in the history of
broken marriages. The Amazon stock his ex-wife MacKenzie
received upon their 2019 split had an estimated value of
approximately $38 billion.

But beyond the world of sabotage and spycraft there’s also a much
subtler tool China uses in its quest to exploit America: money.
The Chinese have it. American businesses want it. And China’s
communist rulers use it to manipulate American culture.
They’ve spent $250,000 a pop to place propaganda in American
newspapers masquerading as real journalism.6
After one NBA executive tweeted his support for Hong Kong, they
imposed a national blackout that cost the league somewhere around
$400 million.7
The NBA is not the only major corporation to have faced this kind of pressure.
Mercedes deleted and apologized for an Instagram post quoting the Dalai Lama
after China pushed back on the reference to the Tibetan leader. Marriott
issued a similar apology after China shut down its websites for referring to
Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, and Tibet as countries.
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But the place where this influence may be the most pronounced is
the one where you’re least likely to notice it: at your local
movie theater.
Here’s the issue: In 2020, China became the largest film market in
the world, which means it can be a goldmine for American movies
if they show up on Chinese screens. How much of a goldmine?
Getting Avengers: Endgame released in China...made it an extra
$629 million.8

While Avengers: Endgame was a smash around the world, China’s importance
also owes to the fact that it can provide a financial lifeline to movies that
flop in the U.S. In recent years, films like Terminator: Genysis, Warcraft,
and Kung Fu Panda 3 have all flourished at the Chinese box office while
bombing stateside.

Here’s the catch: Only about 35 foreign films
are allowed into China every year — and the
communist government decides which ones.9
And that gives them exactly the leverage
they need both to control what their own
citizens see and to control how China is depicted
to us, to American audiences. Lest that sound paranoid, consider
the following...
In 2012, Hollywood released a remake of Red Dawn, the Cold War
action film about an invasion of the U.S. The invading force in this
version? China...at least until studio executives got nervous and
digitally altered the entire film — which had already been shot! —
to make North Korea the bad guys.10 Which is a little less risky
since the North Korean film market is literally just Kim Jong Un’s
PlayStation 2.
China refuses to recognize Taiwan as an independent nation, so
when the trailer for the Top Gun sequel dropped...Tom Cruise’s
leather jacket was back...but the patch containing the Taiwanese
flag wasn’t.11
When Marvel was putting together Dr. Strange, they had a bit of a
problem. In the comics, the title character’s mentor, The Ancient
One, was Tibetan. But since China claims Tibet and refuses to
recognize it as an independent nation, the movie version of this
legendary master of Eastern mysticism became...Celtic?12
And it’s not just that Hollywood is making these concessions.
They’re also trying to hide it from Americans.
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E-mails released in the Sony hack showed that executives decided
to remove a scene in the comedy Pixels in which aliens blew up
the Great Wall of China.13 And they decided to remove it from all
versions of the film, not just the Chinese one, so that no one would
“realize we changed the China setting just to pacify that market.14”
And it’s worth remembering that the censorship in American theaters
is nothing compared to what’s happening in Chinese ones.
Thanks to his advocacy for Tibet, Richard Gere — and his movies —
have been banned for life from China.15 Beijing prohibited the film
Christopher Robin because Chinese President 11 Jinping’s opponents
mock him by claiming that he looks like Winnie-the-Pooh.16 The
film Bohemian Rhapsody premiered in China...stripped of all its
references to homosexuality.17

China’s problems with Gere began with his 1997 thriller Red Corner, which portrayed
an American businessman unjustly imprisoned in China as a result of government
corruption. It was part of a bigger trend. That same year saw the release of
Seven Years in Tibet and Kundun — both of which dealt with Tibetan issues. China
suspended its relationships with several Hollywood studios as a result.

Just to be clear, they took all the
gay parts out...of a movie...about
the band...Queen.
Because if it’s something the
Chinese government disapproves of,
it all too often just comes out of
the picture. Like it never existed.

One of the more surreal changes that came as the result of Chinese
pressure: the film World War Z had its script altered because of objections
to a plot point in which a mysterious virus originates in China. The controversy
wasn’t new. The novel on which the film was based had been banned in China
for the same reason.
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So, is there anything that can be done about this?
Well, for one, the talent could start speaking up. That’s what
Quentin Tarantino did when he refused to recut Once Upon a Time
in Hollywood for China because of its portrayal of Bruce Lee.18
And some critics have even suggested that movies that have had
their content influenced by Chinese censors should have to publicly
disclose that fact.19
The arts, after all, are supposed to be about freedom. Freedom to
express yourself. Freedom to challenge authority. And even [bring
back up Dr. Strange clip]...ok, not the freedom to make the Ancient
One Celtic. I’m sorry, did they not know where Ireland is?
[END OF SCRIPT]
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